
CHALLENGES

1) The proliferation of sustainability labels appears to create

confusion among consumers.

2) There is a high amount of information on food packages among

which consumers have to decide. Sustainability labels face a big

competition with information about price, nutrition, ingredients, etc.

3) The lack of a common framework for sustainability labels makes it

difficult to compare their impact, monitoring and evaluation systems.

OPPORTUNITIES
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• Sustainability labels (SL) first burst between the 1980s and the

1990s, as a method to increase transparency along the food chain

and provide consumers with information in order to encourage

sustainable consumption (Schader, et al., 2014).

• A proliferation of SL has occurred, counting nowadays with around

465 ecolabels registered, of which 148 belong to the food sector.

• The different approaches to sustainability and the recent boost of

labels might be generating confusion for consumers, which
affect their final decision to use SL.
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BACKGROUND

OBJECTIVE AND METHODOLOGY

To analyze how consumers behave towards sustainability labels from

an economic approach and to identify which are the factors that

influence consumers decisions.

The study was based on a literature review, which included

academic papers, reports by international institutions, and

international indexes.

• In agriculture, sustainability needs to be understood as a

multidimensional concept, with an environmental dimension

(whether trade-offs between present and future needs enable the

agricultural activity to be sustainable over time), and an ethical

dimension (related to trade-offs between consumers and other

subsumed stakeholders).

• Literature suggests that most SL have their own approach about

sustainability and usually just prioritize one of the dimensions to

promote sustainable consumption.

CONCLUSIONS

• Most consumers relate Sustainability Labels only to an

environmental dimension, and neglect the ethical dimension.

• The availability of SL can be said to foster consumers’ use only

when they have a clear motivation and understanding about

what sustainability means and how it affects the production process

of a specific food product.

• The implementation of a standardized label would also face

important challenges such as the variation between the farm

production systems and its implementation by different certifiers.

RESULTS


